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Abstract

Economists recommend to partly redistribute gains to losers from a structural reform, which in
many cases may be required for making the reform politically viable. However, taxation is
distortionary. Then, it is unclear that compensatory transfers can support a Pareto-improving
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labor income. Labor supply is elastic to net post-tax real wages, and hence reduced by taxation. In
a setting where preferences are isolelastic, deregulation is implementable in a Pareto-improving
way through compensatory lump-sum transfers, despite that these are financed by distortionary
taxes. In a more general setting, there always exist Pareto-improving reforms but they may involve
tightening regulation for some goods. I provide sufficient conditions for deregulation, i.e. a general
reduction in price floors, to be Pareto-improving. They imply that demand cross-price elasticities
should not be too large and that the reform should not be too unbalanced. Finally, I consider
counter-examples where some people earn rents associated with informational or institutional
frictions. In such situations, Pareto improvements are unlikely. If losers have veto power, the
reform may only be supported by a minority of people. Broadening reform scope is especially
useful to raise its political support when its impact is uneven across consumers.
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ABSTRACT

Economists recommend to partly redistribute gains to losers from a struc-

tural reform, which in many cases may be required for making the reform

politically viable. However, taxation is distortionary. Then, it is unclear that

compensatory transfers can support a Pareto-improving reform. This paper

provides suffi cient conditions for this to occur, despite tax distortions. I con-

sider an economy where workers have sector-specific skills and some sectors

are regulated by a price floor. Transfers have to be financed by proportional

taxation on firm’s revenues or, equivalently, labor income. Labor supply is

elastic to net post-tax real wages, and hence reduced by taxation. In a setting

where preferences are isoelastic, deregulation is implementable in a Pareto-

improving way through compensatory lump-sum transfers, despite that these

are financed by distortionary taxes. In a more general setting, there always

exist Pareto-improving reforms but they may involve tightening regulation

for some goods. I provide suffi cient conditions for deregulation, i.e. a general

reduction in price floors, to be Pareto-improving. They imply that demand

cross-price elasticities should not be too large and that the reform should not

be too unbalanced. Finally, I consider counter-examples where some people

earn rents associated with informational or institutional frictions. In such

situations, Pareto improvements are unlikely. If losers have veto power, the

reform may only be supported by a minority of people. Broadening reform

scope is especially useful to raise its political support when its impact is

uneven across consumers.

Keywords: Structural reform, deregulation, price controls, Pareto opti-

mality, rent seeking, taxation, compensatory transfers

JEL:E64, H21, P11.
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1 Introduction

Structural reforms in labor and product markets are commonly advocated by

economists. Regulations that distort prices, unless they are tailored to cor-

recting an externality, lead to an ineffi cient allocation of resources. Common

economic sense suggests they should be removed. However, the effi ciency

gains that are generally associated with such reforms are aggregate1. For

example, removing a price floor on agricultural products allows additional

units whose marginal cost is lower than the consumers’marginal willingness

to pay to be produced; nevertheless, agricultural producers lose from such a

reform, while more than 100% of the aggregate gains accrue to consumers.

Economists generally recommend to redistribute the gains to losers from the

reform, which in many cases may be required for making the reform po-

litically viable2. If such redistribution can be financed through lump-sum

taxes, aggregate gains can be reallocated so as to implement the reform in

a Pareto-improving fashion. However, taxation is generally distortionary. If

distortions are taken into account, it is unclear that a set of compensatory

transfers can be designed so as to make the reform Pareto-improving. In

such a situation, claims that the reform promotes economic effi ciency are ir-

relevant; de facto, the reform benefits some groups at the expense of others,

and it is legitimate for the losers to consider such claims as an ideology in

favor of the winning social groups.

At face value, the view that tax distortions are likely to prevent Pareto-

improving structural reforms makes a lot of sense: The aggregate gains from

reform are generally small relative to their distributive effects (the former are

1It is not the place here to discuss the huge literature attempting to evaluate the
aggregate effects of structural reforms. For a recent survey, see for example Campos et al.
(2017).

2For example, Delpla and Wyplosz (2007) propose to implement rents buyback schemes
for a number of French regulations, including in particular barriers to entry in industries
such as taxis and retail trade. A formal result regarding gains from trade can be found
in Grandmont and MacFadden (1972). See also Castanheira et al. (2006) for case studies
of structural reforms in Europe with an emphasis on the role of coalition building when
implementing structural reforms.
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a "triangle", the latter a "rectangle")3. In turn, this makes the welfare losses

from distortionary taxation of the same order of magnitude as the aggregate

welfare gains.

For example, in partial equilibrium, consider a good whose price is pegged

above the equilibrium market price. Let p(x) be the inverse demand function,

and c(x) be the marginal cost function. Consider a reform which reduces the

regulated price. by an amount dp, thus increasing the quantity transacted

by dx > 0. The change in consumer surplus is dCS = −p′(x)xdx > 0.

The change in producer surplus is dPS = (p(x) − c(x) + p′(x)x)dx, and it

is negative if the markup obtained through regulation does not exceed the

monopoly one. Let λ be the welfare cost of public funds. To implement

the reform in a Pareto-improving way, I need to transfer an amount equal

to −dPS to the producers and to compensate the rest of society for the

welfare loss of the additional taxes. Hence total additional taxes dT must

be such that dT = λdT − dPS, i.e. dT = −dPS
1−λ . The total effect on social

welfare of the reform and the associated fiscal scheme is therefore equal to

dCS + dPS − λdT = p−c+λxp′
1−λ . For this to work we need that

λ ≤ −p− c
xp′

= ηD
µ− 1

µ
, (1)

where ηD = p
xp′ is the elasticity of demand and µ = p/c is the markup. At

face value, (1) has no particular reason to hold. However, if tax rates are set

optimally and there is no resource cost of collecting taxes, λ is smaller than

the distortions induced by any given method of tax collection. Consider then

the distortions associated with an excise tax on the good we consider. A small

tax dτ generates revenues equal to xdτ and reduces output by dx = dτ/p′.

The (negative) welfare gain is (p− c)dτ/p′, i.e. p−c
xp′ per unit of tax collected,

which coincides with the RHS of (1). Hence (1) always holds.

3This observation lies at the root of the theory of rent-seeking (Tullock (1967, 2003),
Krueger (1974)). In a rent seeking society, the rents to beneficiaries of distortions have
been dissipated ex-ante in the resources these groups have spent to conquer the rents.
This somewhat reinforces the legitimacy of compensating losers, who would otherwise be
strictly worse-off than the winners from a lifecycle perspective.
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This just means that as long as taxation can mimic the effect of regulation,

we can always replace the latter by some tax scheme; and the optimal tax

scheme dominates this. In particular, this argument casts doubt upon the

view that reform may be blocked due to budgetary issues such as excess debt

or restrictions on deficits imposed by fiscal rules (see Beetsma and Debrun

(2004)). The welfare costs of an additional burden on the budget has to be

balanced against the welfare benefits of the distortion being removed, which

should in principle be higher4.

The positive results that I provide below elaborate on this theme, in a

general equilibrium context. The paper’s central results show that, because of

this upper bound on the distortionary effects of compensatory taxes, positive

side-transfers may be implemented along with a structural reform in a Pareto-

improving way, despite that those transfers are financed by distortionary

taxes.

I first study a simple, symmetric model where each good is produced

with a specific type of labor and a subset of goods are regulated by a price

floor, implying that some rationing of labor supply must be forced upon

the suppliers of those goods. I consider two types of deregulations: an ex-

tensive reform which entirely deregulates a subset of the regulated goods,

and an intensive one which reduces regulated prices uniformly across the

regulated goods. I show that each reform can be implemented in a Pareto-

improving way through a combination of a distortionary proportional tax on

labor or output and a nonnegative lump-sum transfer paid to each worker in

the deregulated sectors. I then generalize those results by doing away with

the symmetry and functional forms assumptions. I show that a Pareto im-

provement exists provided one can tax each sector’s specific labor at its own

proportional rate and at the same time pay to it a fixed specific nonnegative

lump-sum transfer. More precisely, I show that there exist reforms (called

N-neutral) whose accompanying fiscal scheme leaves the behavior and net

4The result could be overturned, though, if there are administrative costs of taxation,
in addition to their distortionary effects on supply and demand.
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income of nonregulated agents unchanged. Consequently, if such a reform

raises aggregate social welfare, it delivers positive total gains to the regu-

lated agents. I then show that (i) these gains can be allocated among them

in a Pareto-improving way which is also feasible, i.e. involves no negative

transfers and that (ii) one can always pick an N-neutral reform such that

aggregate social welfare goes up. Altogether, these results imply the exis-

tence of a Pareto-improving structural reform. However, such reform need

not coincide with deregulation, i.e. it may in principle involve tightening

regulation on some goods. I provide suffi cient conditions on preferences and

on the design of reform for deregulation (i.e. a reduction in all regulated

prices) to be implementable in a Pareto-improving way. These conditions

essentially mean that the price cross-elasticities of demand should not be

too large and that the size of deregulation should not be too uneven across

goods. Finally, I discuss some counter-examples which rest on some groups

being able to reap rents from the compensatory tax schemes. In one ex-

ample, taxes cannot be differentiated across groups and the indexation rule

for setting regulated prices is such that workers who remain regulated gain

less, in consumption terms, that nonregulated citizens. As a result, the tax

rate that makes them indifferent between reform and the status quo is lower.

In the absence of tax differentiation across groups, therefore, rents accrue

to nonregulated consumers, which reduces the total tax receipts available to

compensate the deregulated groups for their losses from the reform. I show

that this makes Pareto-improving reform far less likely. In another example,

people differ in which goods they consume. Some consumers gain more than

others because deregulated goods account for a bigger share of their con-

sumption basket. Again, one cannot differentiate the tax rate across people

and a Pareto-improvement is unlikely. Also, if the deregulated groups have

veto power, implying that no accompanying fiscal scheme can leave them

worse-off than in the status quo, it is easy to produce examples where no

reform can get a majority support. My simulations also show that, at least

over some range, widening the scope for reform (i.e. raising the number of
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goods that are deregulated) is likely to raise its total support, thus confirming

the importance of reform scope and complementarities. Here, broadening the

scope for reform is helpful because losers from reform in one area are partially

compensated (as consumers) by their gains from reform in another area.

The idea of implementing a Pareto-improvement through a tax which,

although distortionary, leaves the vector of consumer prices unchanged has

been proposed in the context of the analysis of trade restrictions by Dixit

and Norman (1980a,b). The present paper can be viewed as an application

of their ideas to the context of price regulations with entry barriers. Another

important related paper is Grüner (2002)5, who, focusing on labor market

reform, shows that, even if lump-sum transfers are possible, compensatory

tax schemes may fail to implement a Pareto-improvement if worker type

is unobservable because of informational rents6. While my focus here is

essentially on the distortionary effects of taxes on labor supply, rents play a

role in the counter-examples of Section 5, where I discuss the effect of reform

scope on reform support. The property that broadening the scope for reform

enhances its political viability confirms the results found in substantially

5See also Guesnerie and Roberts (1987), Marceau and Broadway (1994). Grüner shows
that in the context of labor market reforms, the number of losers from reform who are
able to reap informational rents may be so large that no reform may get support from
a majority. Here this is not the case: I consider product market reforms such that (in
general) only a minority of workers may face deregulation. However my results imply that
if for some reason the losers from reform have veto power, then majority support may fail
again.
Empirically, Buti et al. (2008), find no significant effect of structural reform on reelection

probabilities, which may be due to reforms with too many losers not happening in the first
place.

6In contrast, Saint-Paul (1994) finds that a redistributive system based on distortionary
transfers and taxes generally dominates minimum wages, although this is not in general but
for a wide range of parameter values. The differences between that paper and Grüner’s are
many. In particular, unlike Grüner, in that paper I do not have an unobservable disutility
of labor, so there are no informational rents being reaped by a subset of the unskilled
workers who potentially lose from a removal of the minimum wage.
Reform may also be blocked due to dynamic contractual failures that are associated with

lack of commitment, as in for example Alesina and Drazen (1991), Fernandez and Rodrik
(1991), Saint-Paul (1993), Dewatripont and Roland (1992), Saint-Paul et al. (2016).
While any distortion, including the unavailability of lump-sum taxes, arguably comes from
contractual failures, the issues discussed in the present paper are obviously very different
from these paper’s approaches.
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different contexts by Blanchard and Giavazzi (2003), Caselli and Gennaioli

(2008) or Ilzetski (2018) 7.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up a tractable model

based on symmetrical, isoelastic preferences; regulated goods are also as-

sumed to face identical regulations. I then (Section 3) study the distributive

effects of structural reforms and establish they can be implemented so as to

Pareto-dominate the original allocation. In Section 4 I generalize the analysis

and show how N-neutral reforms can be used to construct Pareto-improving

schemes. Suffi cient conditions for deregulation to be implementable in such

a way are provided. Section 5 discusses some counterexamples and, in these

contexts, studies how reform design affects its total support. Section 6 con-

cludes.

2 The model

There is a continuum of consumers-producers indexed by i ∈ [0, 1]. Con-

sumers with index i are endowed with a specific labor input which only

allows them to produce good i.

All consumers have the same utility function, given by

U({cij}, li) =

[∫ 1

0

cαijdj

]1/α

− lγi
γ
,

where cij denotes consumption of good j by consumer i and li his labor

supply. I assume −∞ < α < 1 and γ > 1.

Each good j is produced with a linear technology, using its corresponding

specific labor as the only input:

yj = lj.

I assume that a fraction r of the goods are regulated. Goods such that

i > r are unregulated. By symmetry, they all have the same equilibrium

7See also Coe and Snower (1997), who focus on complementarities across various di-
mensions of labor market reforms in their effect on employment, as well as Grüner (2013).
For a less positive view about complementarities, see Amable et al. (2007).
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price, normalized to pN = 1. Goods such that i < r are regulated: their

price cannot fall below some pR > 1, where pR is fixed by law. Accordingly,

barriers to activity ensure that supply is rationed: people such that i < r

cannot supply more than a maximum amount of labor l̄ to the market. Again,

by symmetry, l̄ is the same for all goods such that i < r.

Clearly, the wage for labor i coincides with the price of the corresponding

good.

For a consumer with income R and labor supply l, the indirect utility

function is

V (R, l, p) =
R

p
− lγ

γ
,

where p is the aggregate price index

p = (rp
− α

1−α
R + 1− r)− 1−α

α . (2)

The corresponding demand for a good of type k ∈ {R,N} is

c(R, p, pk) = Rp
α

1−αp
− 1

1−α
k . (3)

From there it is straightforward to compute the equilibrium. Non regu-

lated households set their labor supply so as to maximize V (l, l, p), yielding

l = lN = p−
1

γ−1 .

Consequently, from (3), they consume

cNk = p
α

1−α−
1

γ−1p
− 1

1−α
k (4)

of each good of type k. Their resulting utility is

uN =

(
1− 1

γ

)
p−

γ
γ−1

As for regulated households, their income is pR l̄, so that from (3) again they

consume

cRN = p
α

1−αpR l̄ (5)
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of non regulated goods and

cRR = p
α

1−αp
− α

1−α
R l̄

of regulated ones.

To compute the equilibrium l̄, we just write down that supply equals

demand for any nonregulated good. By Walras’s law, regulated markets will

then also be in "equilibrium", in that demand will equal the regulated level

of supply l̄. If the government fails to set l̄ equal to this level, the rationing

scheme will be inconsistent. Thus l̄ is such that

lN = rcRN + (1− r)cNN .

Indeed the LHS is the supply of a nonregulated good, while the RHS

sums up the demand for that good across consumer types. Substituting (5),

(4) and making use of (2), we get that

l̄ = p−
1

γ−1p
− 1

1−α
R , (6)

which allows us to compute the regulated type’s equilibrium utility:8

uR = V (pR l̄, l̄, p) = p−
γ
γ−1

[
p
− α

1−α
R − 1

γ
p
− γ

1−α
R

]
. (7)

The rent uR/uN earned by the regulated agents in relative utility terms

is denoted by J. We have that

J =
γp
− α

1−α
R − p−

γ
1−α

R

γ − 1
. (8)

3 Reform

3.1 Extensive reform

Now consider a reform whereby the fraction of regulated sectors is reduced

from r to r′ < r. I will denote by ∆r = r − r′ the size of the reform. In

8It can be shown that duRdpR
> 0 at pR = 1, implying there exist levels of regulation that

make regulated people better-off.
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order to compensate losers, the government transfers a lump-sum T to each

household i such that r′ < i ≤ r. This transfer is financed by a general

proportional tax on labor income τ . We want to know the conditions under

which such a scheme allows to implement the reform in a Pareto-improving

way. For this we need to compute the new equilibrium, taking into account

the link between τ and T implied by the government’s budget constraint.

This is done in the following lemma9.

LEMMA 1 —A. The new values of the price level and of employment

(=output) in any sector i are given by

p′ = (r′p
− α

1−α
R + 1− r′)− 1−α

α = p′E;

li = p′E
− 1
γ−1 (1− τ)

1
γ−1 = l′NE, i > r′; (9)

li = p
− 1

1−α
R p

′− 1
γ−1

E (1− τ)
1

γ−1 = l̄′E, i ≤ r′.

B. Nonregulated groups (i > r) and nonderegulated groups (i ≤ r′),

weakly gain from the reform if and only if

1− τ ≥ p′E
p
. (10)

C. Deregulated groups (r′ < i ≤ r) weakly gain from the reform if and

only if

T ≥ p
′− 1

γ−1

E

γ − 1

γ

[(
p′E
p

) γ
γ−1

J − (1− τ)
γ
γ−1

]
, (11)

where T is the equilibrium transfer level given by

T =
τ(1− τ)

1
γ−1p

′− 1
γ−1
− α

1−α
E

∆r
. (12)

D. Consequently, for any r′ < r, the reform can be implemented in a

Pareto-improving way if and only if there exists some τ ∈ [0, 1] such that

(10) and (11) hold, for T given by (12).

9All omitted proofs are in the Appendix.
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Equation (10) implies that the nonregulated and nonderegulated groups

are better-off provided the tax rate does not exceed a critical threshold

τ̃E = 1− p′E/p,

which is equal to their increase in pre-tax real income due to deregulated

goods being cheaper. Such a tax rate need not be Pareto-optimal because it

may lie on the wrong side of the "Laffer curve". The following proposition

characterizes such situations:

PROPOSITION 1 —(i) There exists a unique tax rate τ̂E ∈ (0, 1) which

maximizes the utility of the deregulated agents, u′D, which is hump-shaped

in τ .

(ii) This tax rate is equal to

τ̂E =
(γ − 1)(p

′− α
1−α

E −∆r)

γp
′− α

1−α
E − (γ − 1)∆r

. (13)

(iii)

Assume

p ≤ γ − r(γ − 1), (14)

then

τ̂E ≥ τ̃E for all r′ ≤ r.

(iv) Assume (14) is violated. Then there exists a unique rc ∈ (0, r) such

that

r′ ≥ rc ⇔ τ̂E ≥ τ̃E.

There exists a utility "Laffer curve" for the deregulated agents, which

reflects the fact that tax receipts eventually fall with tax rates, and also the

fact that, by assumption, their own income is taxable. Proposition 1 studies

whether the limits to compensation for reform come from this Laffer curve

as opposed to the participation constraint for nonderegulated agents, (10). If
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condition (14) holds, for any reform size, the deregulated agents are better-

off, the higher the tax rate as long as it satisfies (45). If (14) is violated, this

property only holds if the reform is not too large. Otherwise, tax distortions

make the deregulated agents worse-off as τ goes up beyond some level which

strictly satisfies the nonderegulated agents’participation constraint.

We note that (14) is more likely to hold, the greater γ, i.e. the more

inelastic labor supply is. Furthermore, since p > 1, it is violated for γ small

enough. The smaller γ, the more distortionary taxes are, and the more likely

it is that the limiting factor in compensating the losers is the Laffer curve as

opposed to the requirement that taxes leave positive gains for nonderegulated

agents.

Nevertheless, regardless of the relative position of τ̂E and τ̃E, one can

show that at τ = τ̃E tax receipts are high enough to compensate the deregu-

lated groups for their losses. Intuitively, situations where such a tax is highly

distortionary and yields little revenues are also situations where the initial

price distortion is highly distortionary (the distortion on the labor supply of

nonregulated groups is by construction the same at τ = τ̃E), implying a rel-

atively low initial welfare. This is why an unfavorable position on the Laffer

curve does not per se reduce the scope for compensation, although it leaves

room for even more favorable reform packages. The next proposition shows

that by picking a tax close enough to τ̃E the reform can be implemented in

a Pareto-improving way:

PROPOSITION 2 —All extensive structural reforms are viable in the

sense that for any r′ ≤ r there exists τ̄E ∈ (0, τ̃E] such that the post-reform

allocation Pareto-dominates the pre-reform one if and only if τ̄E ≤ τ ≤ τ̃E.

Furthermore, if τ̂E < τ̃E, all reforms such that τ̂E < τ are Pareto-dominated

by τ = τ̂E.

What is the interpretation of Proposition 2? For the nonregulated agents,

both the gains from reform (ignoring transfers) and their labor supply entirely

depend on their net real wage, equal here to (1− τ)/p′E. Therefore, the level
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of τ which entirely cancels their gains is the one that leaves their net real

wage unchanged relative to the no reform case, and it also leaves their net

labor supply unchanged. Setting τ at that level transfers all their utility

gains from reform to the deregulated agents.

This argument also holds for the nonderegulated agents, but that is for

general equilibrium reasons: Preferences are homothetic and the consump-

tion ratio between any regulated good and any nonderegulated good is p
− 1

1−α
R .

This quantity is unaffected by an extensive reform. At a tax rate which leaves

labor supply and therefore production unchanged in nonregulated goods com-

pared to the pre-reform case, the demand-determined level of output in any

remaining regulated good must therefore also be the same as in the pre-

reform case. Nonderegulated households then have the same pre-tax income

as before the reform. They benefit from a lower aggregate price level but

these benefits are taxed proportionally, exactly the same way as for nonreg-

ulated households. Consequently, they are left indifferent about reform at

exactly the same tax rate as the nonregulated.

Therefore, at τ = τ̃E all the social gains from the reform are transferred

to the deregulated. But these aggregate social gains are strictly positive both

because the ineffi cient price dispersion between goods is reduced and because

the labor supply of the deregulated agents, which was ineffi ciently low, goes

up due to demand being reallocated in their favor10.

In short: for distortions to prevent the reform from being implemented,

compensatory taxes should reduce labor supply relative to the no reform case.

But labor supply is unchanged at the tax level that leaves nonderegulated

agents exactly indifferent, while it goes up for the deregulated.

3.2 Intensive reform

Now consider an intensive reform: Instead of deregulating a fraction of the

sectors, the price of all regulated sectors is reduced from pR to p
′
R < pR.

Again a proportional tax τ is levied upon all incomes and a compensatory

10comparing (9) for τ = τ̃E with (6), we get l′NE = p−
1

γ−1 > l̄ = p−
1

γ−1 p
− 1
1−α

R .
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lump-sum transfer T is paid to the deregulated groups. The new equilibrium

is summarized by Lemma 2:

LEMMA 2 —A. The new values of the price level and of employment

(=output) in any sector i are given by

p
′

= (rp
′− α

1−α
R + 1− r)− 1−α

α = p′I ;

l′i = p
′

I
− 1
γ−1 (1− τ)

1
γ−1 = l′NI , i > r

l′i = p
′− 1

1−α
R p

′− 1
γ−1

I (1− τ)
1

γ−1 = l̄′I , i ≤ r.

B. Nonregulated groups (i > r) weakly gain from the reform if and only

if

τ ≤ τ̃ I = 1− p′I
p
. (15)

C. Regulated groups (i ≤ r) weakly gain from the reform if and only if

τ(1− τ)
1

γ−1p
′− α

1−α
I ≥ r

γ − 1

γ

(
J −

(
p(1− τ)

p′I

) γ
γ−1

J ′

)(
p′I
p

) γ
γ−1

, (16)

where

J ′ =
γp
′− α

1−α
R − p′−

γ
1−α

R

γ − 1
. (17)

D. Consequently, for any p′R < pR, the reform can be implemented in a

Pareto-improving way if and only if there exists some τ ∈ [0, 1] such that

(15) and (16) hold, with at least one strict inequality.

It is again the case that the (partially) deregulated group’s utility is hump-

shaped in τ . Furthermore, we can again show that an intensive reform is

always viable. Again, the proof rests on showing that picking τ = τ̃ I yields

net gains for the deregulated groups. That is, Proposition 2 essentially holds

in the case of an intensive reform too.
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PROPOSITION 3 —

(i) There exists a unique tax rate τ̂ I ∈ (0, 1) which maximizes the utility

of the regulated agents, u′R, which is hump-shaped in τ .

(ii) This tax rate is equal to

τ̂ I =
(γ − 1)(p

′− 1
1−α

I − rJ ′)

γp
′− 1

1−α
I − (γ − 1)rJ ′

.

(iii) There exists τ̄ I ∈ (0, τ̃ I ] such that the post-reform allocation Pareto-

dominates the pre-reform one if and only if τ̄ I ≤ τ ≤ τ̃ I .

(iv) If τ̂ I < τ̃ I then τ̄ I ≤ τ̂ I and all reforms such that τ̂ I < τ are Pareto-

dominated by τ = τ̂ I .

4 Some more general results

In this section I consider a more general framework: utility is still linear in

aggregate consumption (hence homothetic) but not isoelastic. There is no re-

striction on the shape of regulation nor on the structure of reform (although

I only consider small reforms). I assume that tax rates can be differentiated

across groups, implying that the only distortions come from labor supply, as

opposed to informational rents. There are three main results: First, aggre-

gate welfare goes up if and only if a weighted average of labor supply across

regulated sectors goes up (Proposition 4). Second, despite the tax distor-

tions, any vector of labor supply increments in the regulated sector can be

implemented along with a Pareto-improving schedule of (distortionary) taxes

and (lump-sum) transfers (Proposition 6). Third, this implementation is a

deregulation only under some conditions, spelled out in Proposition 7.

4.1 Preliminaries

Notations: There are q = n+ r goods, indexed by i = 1, ...q. A vector will be

denoted by lower case, bold letters, x and its components by xi. In particular,

1 denotes a vector whose elements are all equal to 1. A matrix will be denoted

15



by an upper-case, bold, M and its components by mij. These conventions

are extended to functions, for example for a collection of scalar functions

(f1, f2, ...), f(x) is a vector whose i’th element is fi(x1, ..., xq). Similarly, for

any scalar function f and vector x, f(x) = (f(x1), f(x2), ...)T . By definition,

the gradient∇f is a matrix whose generic element is ∂fi/∂xj. If f is a scalar,
∇f is its gradient, defined as a line vector to remain consistent with the
preceding definition. For any two vectors x,y, their scalar product is denoted

by 〈x,y〉 =
∑

i xiyi. For any q−vector x, I will denote by xN = (x1, ..., xn)

the n−vector made of its first n components and by xR = (xn+1, ..., xq) the

r−vector made of the remaining values. For any two commensurate vectors,
x and y, z = x • y denotes their element by element product, i.e. zi = xiyi.

Element by element division is denoted by ÷, and in particular for any three
vectors x,y, z, zi 6= 0, 〈x,y〉 = 〈x • z,y ÷ z〉 .
There is a continuum of agents of total mass 1, who have the same utility

function but differ by skills. For each i, a mass 1/q of agents have skills

specific to sector i and can only work in that sector. Utility is

U(c,l) = u(c)−v(l),

where v′, v′′ > 0 and u is concave and homogeneous of degree one. This

assumption guarantees that lump-sum transfers or taxes, when available,

would not change labor supply. Therefore, any reform which raises total

utility can be implemented in Pareto-improving way if lump-sum taxes and

transfers are available.

Let pi be the price of good i and R the consumer’s expenditure. The

expenditure function is denoted by

ci = Rψi(p),

In particular,

〈p,ψ(p)〉 = 1, ∀p. (18)
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I normalize the aggregate hedonic price level to 1, implying that u = R,

i.e. utility can be rewritten as R− v(l). Consequently labor supply is

l = λ(w),

where λ = v′−1 and w is the real wage.

Sectors are either regulated or nonregulated. I denote by N = {1, ..., n}
the set of nonregulated sectors (or, rather, their indices) andR = {n+1, ..., q}
the set of regulated sectors. In deregulated sectors, the price adjusts to ensure

competitive equilibrium. In regulated sectors, the price is fixed by law above

the competitive level, so that output is determined by demand and supply is

rationed.

Production yi in sector i only uses the specific labor input li and unit

labor requirement is equal to 1

yi = li.

The pre-reform allocation of resources is then determined by the following

set of equations

l = Yψ(p) (19)

lN = λ(pN) (20)

u(ψ(p)) = 1. (21)

The unknows are (i) Y, aggregate GDP, (ii) pN , the vector of nonregulated

prices, (iii) l, the vector of employment (=output) in each sector. These are

q+n+ 1 unknowns. The corresponding equations are (i) that output equals

demand in all sectors (19), (ii) that output equals supply in all nonregulated

sectors (20), and (iii) that the aggregate price level is normalized to 1 (21).

We have that

LEMMA 3 (Existence of equilibrium with rationing) — There exists a

3-uple (l,pN , Y ) which is solution to (19)-(21).
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By construction, from (19) and (18) it is always true that total income

equals total expenditure, i.e. Y = 〈p, l〉 . In this equilibrium, the distribution
of income is summarized by

R = p • l.

I will denote by

si = piψi(p)

the income share of sector i.

For prices to be above their equilibrium value in regulated sectors, we

need that v′(li) < pi for i ∈ R. Let

ωi = 1− v′(li)

pi
∈ [0, 1).

Clearly, ωi is a measure of the regulatory distortion in sector i. The smaller

ω, the closer the sector is to competitive equilibrium. We have that ωi = 0

for i ∈ N.

4.2 Reforms

I now consider a perturbation of the preceding equilibrium, called a reform.

It is useful to consider various reform definitions:

1. A pure structural reform (PSR) is a change in the set of regulated

prices from (pn+1, ..., pq) to (pn+1 + dpn+1, ..., pq + dpq), i.e. pR is replaced by

pR + dpR.

2. A structural reform with fiscal adjustment (SRFA) consists of three

items: (i) a change in the set of regulated prices from pR to p′R = pR +dpR,

(ii) introducing (possibly negative) proportional taxes on labor (or produc-

tion), income in each sector at a small rate dτ i, (iii) paying a (possibly

negative) small lump-sum transfer to each individual in sector i, dTi. These

instruments must satisfy the government budget constraint

〈s,dτ 〉Y = 〈1,dT〉 (22)

Such a reform ρ is described by the triplet ρ = (dpR,dτ ,dT). An SRFA

is the most general case we consider.
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3. A structural reform with side transfers (SRST) is an SRFA such that

dτ = 0. Consequently, the budget constraint is just

〈1,dT〉 = 0. (23)

4. A feasible structural reform (FSR) is an SRFA such that dT ≥ 0.
That is, we allow for proportional taxes and subsidies, as well as lump-sum

transfers, but rule out lump-sum taxes.

The post-reform equilibrium allocation of labor, price vector, and GDP

level solves the following conditions

l′ = Yψ(p′) (24)

l′N = λ(p′N • (1N−dτN)) (25)

u(ψ(p′)) = 1, (26)

where the new values are determined by primes11. The new distribution of

income is

R′= p′•l′•(1− dτ ) + dT =Y s′•(1− dτ ) + dT (27)

4.2.1 The irrelevance of tax distortions in regulated sectors

A key feature of the analysis and of the proofs is that proportional taxes

are only distortionary for nonregulated sectors. In regulated sectors, supply

is constrained by demand. Therefore activity is not reduced by a marginal

proportional tax. As a result, the feasibility constraint dTi ≥ 0 is irrelevant

for regulated sectors. Any lump-sum tax can be replaced by a proportional

tax, with no difference for the allocation of resources. We can give formal

content to this observation:

DEFINITION 1 —Let ρ0 = (dpR0,dτ 0,dT0) and ρ1 = (dpR1,dτ 1,dT1)

11It is straightforward to prove existence of a solution to (24-26) along the same lines
as Lemma 3; see the remarks after the proof of Lemma 3 in the Appendix.
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be two SRFAs. They are equivalent [ρ0 ∼ ρ1] if and only if

l′0 = l′1,

R′0ψ(p′0)T = R′1ψ(p′1)T .

That is, the post-reform labor supply and consumption vector of each

group is unchanged, and therefore so is the distribution of welfare. It will be

also useful to define production-equivalence:

DEFINITION 2 —Let ρ0 = (dpR0,dτ 0,dT0) and ρ1 = (dpR1,dτ 1,dT1)

be two SRFAs. They are production-equivalent [ρ0 ≈ ρ1] if and only if

l′0 = l′1,

p′0 = p′1.

Clearly, if two reforms are production-equivalent and deliver the same

distribution of income (R′0=R′1), then they are equivalent.

LEMMA 4 —Let ρ0 = (dpR0,dτ 0,dT0) and ρ1 = (dpR1,dτ 1,dT1) be

two SRFAs. Assume that dpR0 = dpR1,dτN0 = dτN1, dTN0 = dTN1, and

dTR0 − Y sR0•dτR0 = dTR1 − Y sR1•dτR1. Then ρ0 ∼ ρ1.

Proof — Clearly, the system (24-26) is the same under both reforms.

Therefore, the equilibrium set of prices and allocation of labor is identi-

cal, i.e. dp0 = dp1, dl0 = dl1. Furthermore, by construction, R′0= R′1 from

(27). Hence both conditions in Definition 1 hold. QED.

Therefore, everything takes place as if lump-sum taxes were available for

regulated sectors. For i ∈ R, I denote by dT̃i = dTi − Y sidτ i the net income
transfer to group i. Then

LEMMA 5 —For any SRFA ρ such that dTN ≥ 0, there exists an FSR ρ̃

such that ρ̃ ∼ ρ.

Proof —For any i ∈ R such that dTi < 0, replace dTi by 0 and dτ i by

−dT̃i/(Y si). Then apply Lemma 4.
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4.2.2 The case for Pareto-improving structural reforms

In this subsection I provide some basic results on the conditions for struc-

tural reforms to be welfare-improving. My starting point is utilitarian social

welfare, which is defined as

W =
∑
i

U(ci, li) =
∑
i

Ri − v(li) = Y − 〈1,v(l)〉 . (28)

PROPOSITION 4 —Consider an SRFA

(i) The effect on utilitarian social welfare is

dW

Y
= 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉 .

Consequently, aggregate social welfare goes up if and only if

〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉 > 0. (29)

(ii) The change in output is

dY

Y
= 〈s,dl÷ l〉 (30)

(iii) The change in income distribution (R = sY ) is

dR÷R = dp÷ p+ dl÷ l− dτ + dT÷R (31)

(iv) For any PSR such that (29) holds, there exists a Pareto-improving

production-equivalent SRST.

Proposition 4 tells us that regardless of the accompanying fiscal scheme,

aggregate social welfare goes up if and only if a weighted average of employ-

ment growth in regulated sectors is positive, with weights proportional to

the product between their share in GDP si and their distortion index ωi.

Claim (iv) is just a verification of the standard result that the utilitarian and

Pareto criteria coincide if utility is linear in consumption and unrestricted

side-transfers are available.
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I now show that Pareto-improving feasible structural reforms are always

possible, despite that lump-sum transfers can only be financed by distor-

tionary taxes. The argument rests upon the same device as in the preceding

section, i.e. imposing a proportional tax on the deregulated that leaves them

indifferent about the reform, or equivalently such that their net after tax real

wage is unchanged.

DEFINITION 3 —An SRFA is N-neutral if and only if

dTN = 0

and

dτN = dpN ÷ pN . (32)

An N-neutral reform taxes away any welfare gains made by a nonregulated

group, by imposing a proportional tax equal to the increase in their real wage

(i.e. the price of their product). In particular, this implies that their labor

supply, and consequently their employment level, is unchanged, i.e. dlN = 0.

PROPOSITION 5 —Assume an SRFA ρ0 is N-neutral and satisfies (29).

Then there exists an N-neutral FRS ρ1 such that (i) ρ0 ≈ ρ1, and (ii) ρ1 is

Pareto-improving.

In other words, if an N-neutral reform satisfies the utilitarian criterion, I

can construct a feasible reform which has the same effect on the productive

allocation of resources and is Pareto-optimal. Note that whether or not a

reform is N-neutral depends on whether the endogenous equilibrium prices

satisfy (32). It is not a priori obvious that an N-neutral reform exists. But

if it does, Proposition 5 tells us that it can be implemented in a Pareto-

improving way. The reason is that if (29) holds, the aggregate utility gain of

the regulated agents is strictly positive (since that of the nonregulated is zero

by construction), and Lemma 5 tells us that utility can be freely transferred

between them in a feasible way.
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Consequently, to establish the existence of Pareto-improving, feasible

structural reforms, it is enough to show that an N-neutral reform which

satisfies (29) can be constructed.

PROPOSITION 6 —For any r-vector dz there exists an N-neutral SRFA

such that dlR = dz.

Corollary —There exists a Pareto-improving structural reform.

Proposition 6 tells us that we can solve the inverse problem, that is, pick

a reform which delivers any arbitrary vector of employment growth for the

regulated sector, and make sure it is N-neutral. Since the choice of dlR is

arbitrary, we can always pick that vector so that there are aggregate welfare

gains, i.e. so that (29) holds. This will be the case, in particular, if dlR ≥ 0
with at least one strict inequality. In this case, since the reform is N-neutral,

dlN = 0, so that we also have dY > 0 by (30). The corollary follows from

Proposition 5, which tells us that we can then always design the tax treatment

of the deregulated so as to make each of them better-off in a feasible way.

While Propositions 5 and 6 tell us that many structural reforms exist that

are both feasible and Pareto-improving, they are mute about the structure

of those reforms. They need not be deregulations in the sense that all price

controls are loosened: Regulation could in principle be tightened for some

goods, i.e. dpi > 0.

The conditions for deregulation to be implementable in a Pareto-improving

way are far more stringent. The following Proposition provides a suffi cient

condition.

PROPOSITION 7 —Let

sR = 〈sR,1〉 ,

σ = min
i
σi = − pi

ψi
[∇ψ]ii > 0,

and

η = max
i,j,i6=j

∣∣∣∣ pjψi [∇ψ]ij

∣∣∣∣ ≥ 0.
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Consider a nonzero r-vector of price reductions dx ≥ 0. Let xm = maxdx > 0,

x̄Y = 〈sR,dx〉 /sR > 0, and σR = 〈sR,σR•dx〉 / 〈sR,dx〉 > 0.

Assume

η <
1

q − 1
min(

1− sR
2

σ,
x̄Y
xm

sRσR) (33)

Then (i) there exists an N-neutral SRFAs such that dpR ÷ pR = −dx
and

(ii) These reforms are such that dlR > 0, implying that they satisfy (29)

and (30).

This proposition tells us that (i) if the price cross-elasticities of demand

(whose maximum absolute value across pairs of goods is η) are small enough

relative to the own price elasticities (whose minimum absolute value across

all goods is σ, and whose income share weighted average across regulated

goods is σR); and (ii) if the structural reform is not too unbalanced, in the

sense that the maximum reduction in a regulated price xm is not too large

relative to its income share weighted average counterpart x̄Y , then an N-

neutral SRFA exists which implements the planned structural reform, and it

is such that employment grows in all regulated sectors. In turn, this implies

that it satisfies (29), so that by Proposition 5 we know that the planned

structural reform can be implemented in a Pareto-improving fashion.

Note that in the case of isoelastic utility, studied in the preceding section,

η = 0, so that Proposition 7 applies.

Also, for the reform to be implemented in a Pareto-improving way, we

do not need that dlR > 0. Lemma A4 in the Appendix provides a weaker

condition than (33), with analogous properties, for the N-neutral reform to

satisfy (29).

Intuitively, if cross-elasticities are too large, upon deregulation the in-

crease in the relative price of some nonregulated good (resp. fall in the price

of some regulated good) may reduce total demand for a complement (resp.

substitute) regulated good by enough so that employment would fall. If dis-
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tortions are particularly large in that sector, total social welfare could well

be reduced.

5 Some counter-examples

I now discuss some counter-examples where a Pareto-improvement is not pos-

sible. In the first example, tax rates cannot be differentiated across groups,

and the indexation rules of regulated prices are such that the tax rates that

leave consumers indifferent about the reform no longer coincide between non-

regulated and nonderegulated groups. In the second example, utility differs

across agents in a non-observable way. Some consumers gain more than oth-

ers from reform because they consume a greater share of deregulated goods.

Informational rents would have to be transferred to them (in the form of a

lower overall tax rate) so as to make all consumers better-off, which may de-

liver too low tax receipts to compensate the losers. If these have veto power,

reform may in turn fail to get a majority support.

5.1 Indexation on the aggregate price level

In the second-best world we consider, the welfare effects of a given partial

reform depend on the specifics of regulation. The way regulation is specified

has a general equilibrium effect on the distribution of gains from the reform.

In particular, the indexation rule for the prices of the regulated sectors mat-

ters. In Section 3, when considering an extensive reform, I have assumed

that the price of regulated sectors is automatically indexed on the price of

unregulated sectors. This generates a built-in mechanism through which

nonderegulated sectors benefit from the reform through a higher purchasing

power, since the price of unregulated sectors (and therefore their own price)

goes up relative to the aggregate price level when there is a reform12. I have

12The indexation rule is irrelevant in the case of intensive reform, since there is only
one relative price in the economy we consider. However, under extensive reform, relative
prices may change along two dimensions, since there are three groups that are differently
affected by the reform: nonregulated, deregulated, nonderegulated.
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shown that for any given tax rate, the utility gains of the nonderegulated

groups are then proportional to those of the regulated groups, implying that

the same tax rate leaves both groups indifferent between the reform and the

status quo. In other words, it is possible to finance a compensatory trans-

fer by a uniform proportional tax rate on all incomes, in a way that does

not leave any rent to the groups that are not directly affected by the reform.

Whenever the regulated price is indexed on the aggregate price level, though,

this conclusion no longer holds. As the price of the nonderegulated groups

is indexed on the aggregate price level, their real wage is unchanged by the

reform. Their potential gains only come from the fact that they work more,

due to the general equilibrium effect of the reform on labor demand. Since

their gains are smaller than under the indexation rule considered in Section

3, it turns out that the maximum tax rate that prevents them from being net

losers is lower than its counterpart for the nonregulated groups. Unless tax

rates can be differentiated among groups13, these groups must therefore earn

rents compared to the nonderegulated ones, which reduces the amount that

can be transferred to the losers of the reform. As a result, a Pareto-improving

reform becomes impossible under some configurations.

I now describe how the equilibrium is changed by this new indexation

rule and discuss its consequences for the viability of reform.

It is now natural to normalize the aggregate price level, instead of the

nonregulated price, to 1. As a result, pR can again be treated as fixed. The

nonregulated price pN , for any given r, solves

rp
− α

1−α
R + (1− r)p−

α
1−α

N = 1. (34)

Note that since pR > 1, pN < 1. Furthermore, ∂pN/∂r < 0. The greater

the scope of regulation, the lower the price (i.e. the real wage), of the non-

regulated groups.
13Here there is no a priori reason why tax rates could not be differentiated across groups,

as different groups produce different goods. Still, policy may be constrained by the com-
plexity of the compensatory tax scheme. Also, although this is outside the scope of this
model, uniform tax rates may be considered as especially legitimate in the presence of
disagreements about the distributional effects of the reform.
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Again, I consider an extensive reform with the same features as above.

r falls to r′ = r − ∆r. A proportional tax τ is levied on all incomes. The

proceeds are rebated to the groups whose indexed falls between r′ and r in

a lump-sum, uniform fashion.

We can then prove the following

LEMMA 6 —A. The new values of the price of nonregulated goods and

of employment (=output) in any sector i are given by

p′i = p′N =

(
1− r′p−

α
1−α

R

1− r′

)− 1−α
α

, i > r′; (35)

li = l′N = (p′N(1− τ))
1

γ−1 , i > r′ (36)

li = l̄′ = p
′ 1
γ−1

+ 1
1−α

N p
− 1

1−α
R (1− τ)

1
γ−1 , i ≤ r′. (37)

B. Nonregulated groups (i > r) weakly gain from the reform if and only

if

1− τ ≥ pN
p′N
, (38)

C. Nonderegulated groups (i ≤ r′) weakly gain if and only if

1− τ ≥ pN
p′N

(
J

J ′

) γ−1
γ

, (39)

where

J =
uR
uN

=
γ(pR/pN)−

α
1−α − (pR/pN)−

γ
1−α

γ − 1
, (40)

J ′ =
u′R
u′N

=
γ(pR/p

′
N)−

α
1−α − (pR/p

′
N)−

γ
1−α

γ − 1
. (41)

D. Deregulated groups (r′ < i ≤ r) weakly gain from the reform if and

only if

τ(1− τ)
1

γ−1p
′ 1
γ−1

+ 1
1−α

N ≥ ∆r
γ − 1

γ
p

γ
γ−1

N

[
J −

(
p′N(1− τ)

pN

) γ
γ−1

]
. (42)

The effect of the reform on the relative rent of the regulated (which was

unchanged under extensive reform in the analysis of section 3 except of course
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for the deregulated) can be obtained by examining (40) and (41). Typically,

the regulated’s rent J will be locally increasing in pR/pN . Otherwise, pR/pN

is too high, in that regulated groups would gain from being less regulated.

Therefore, since p′N > pN , J
′ < J. The reform reduces the utility rent of

the regulated groups, due to the mechanical indexation of pR on the CPI.

That is, pN goes up while pR is unchanged —nonderegulated groups tend to

gain less from the reform than nonregulated ones. Consequently, the former

accept the reform for lower tax rates than the latter. That is, (39) is more

stringent than (38) as long as J ′ < J. Relative of the analysis of Section 3.1,

this feature reduces the maximum possible value of τ , which in turn makes

it more likely that T falls short of the level that is necessary to compensate

losers. Indeed, an analytical result can be proved:

PROPOSITION 8 —There exists p̄R > 1 such that for any pR ∈ (1, p̄R),

the only viable reform is r′ = 0.

Full reform remains viable here: As no nonderegulated sector remains, in-

dexation becomes irrelevant and no rent has to be paid. Therefore the results

of Section 3 apply in this case. For any partial extensive reform, however,

regardless of its scope, a Pareto-improvement is impossible if regulation is

initially not too tight.

To complete this section, I provide some numerical simulations. Table 1

depicts the critical value of pR below which reform cannot be implemented,

denoted by pRc, for various values of α, γ and r and two types of reform:

a near complete reform where ∆r ≈ r and a marginal reform where ∆r ≈
0. I also report the maximum value of pR, pRm, beyond which the rent of

the regulated workers, J, falls with pR. This gives us an upper bound for

reasonable values of pR.14

14The derivative of J with respect to z = pR/pN is equal to
γ

(1−α)(γ−1)

[
z−

γ
1−α−1 − αz− 1

1−α

]
. Thus J reaches its maximum at z = α−

1−α
γ−α for

α > 0, while dJ/dz is always positive for α ≤ 0. In the case where α > 0, eliminating pN
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α γ r ∆r pRm pRc
0.3 1.2 0.2 ≈ 0 2.17 1.18

≈ 0.2 1.2
0.3 1.2 0.5 ≈ 0 1.67 1.06

0.5 ≈ 0.5 1.07
0.8 1.2 0.2 ≈ 0 1.09 1.05

≈ 0.2 1.05
-2 1.2 0.2 ≈ 0 ∞ 1.42

≈ 0.2 1.47
0.3 2 0.2 ≈ 0 1.5 1.15

≈ 0.2 1.17
Table 1 —Numerical simulation results for the critical regulated price pRc.

Table 1 suggests that if rents cannot be eliminated by discretionary tax-

ation, it is not diffi cult to end up in a situation where consensus over a

reform is impossible (unless this reform is complete). For example, for

α = 0.3, γ = 1.2, r = 0.2, pR = 1.1, and r′ = 0.1, the maximum tax rate that

can be imposed upon the nonderegulated to spare them losses is τ = 0.7%.15

The reform, while leaving the nonderegulated indifferent, raises the welfare of

the nonregulated by 3.8% and reduces that of the deregulated by 10.5 %. De-

spite that employment grows by 5% and GDP grows by 4%, aggregate social

welfare only goes up by 1.2%. This is small compared to the redistributive

effects of the reform16.

5.2 Heterogeneous preferences

If preferences are heterogeneous and compensatory taxes cannot be indexed

on them, then Pareto-improving reform may be impossible. Agents who

between this condition and (34) we get that

pRm = (r + (1− r)α−
α

γ−α )
1−α
α .

It is not rational for regulated workers to collectively support a price greater than pRm.
Indeed as their utility is uNJ and uN falls with pR, their utility is maximum for some
pR < pRm. There is no closed form solution, however, for that value.
15In contrast, the value of τ which maximizes the welfare of the deregulated is τmax =

15%.
16For a paper where trade liberalization may have large negative effects on skill groups

with sector-specific labor, see Saint-Paul (2007).
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benefit less from the reform because they consume less of the deregulated

goods can only be better-off if they pay lower taxes. This in turn delivers

rents to those who benefit more from the reform, which makes it impossible

to design it in an N-neutral way. Clearly, if some groups in the population

do not consume the deregulated goods at all, for example, then (assuming

general equilibrium effects are zero) Pareto-improvement is possible only if

those can be identified and exempted from compensatory taxation.

In such a world, how many people gain from reform is a more relevant

question than Pareto-optimality, which may be elusive. Below I propose

two examples, in which I assume that the tax rate cannot be differentiated

by preference groups. In Example 1 reform can be designed so that a vast

majority of agents gains, in Example 2 it is far more diffi cult to implement

it even so as to get a majority of winners, unless one gives up compensating

losers17.

5.2.1 Example 1

People only consume a subset of the goods (which differs across people in

a random way) and differ by their type, i.e. the proportion of regulated

goods they consume. This proportion is denoted by r, while the proportion

of regulated goods in the entire set of goods is now denoted by r̄. Under

reform, r̄ falls to r̄′ = λr̄, with λ ∈ [0, 1). Reform is assumed to affect people

proportionally. That is, after the reform an agent who originally consumed

a fraction r of regulated goods now consumes a fraction r′ = λr.

Given a reform scheme characterized by λ and τ , we can compute the

fraction of winners from the reform in each group (nonregulated, deregulated,

nonderegulated). One can show that for the nonregulated, there exists a

critical r∗ such that an individual of type r benefits from the reform iff

r ≥ r∗.

Table 2 gives an example, where r is uniformly distributed in the popu-

lation, and the tax rate is set to the lowest value such that all deregulated

17See Appendix for analytical details.
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agents benefit from the reform, i.e. losers are compensated.

λ τ(%) fraction of winners (%) among
nonregulated non deregulated

0 7.6 60.8 85.0
0.1 6.7 61.8 86.7
0.2 5.8 63.0 88.4
0.3 4.9 64.4 90.0
0.4 4.1 65.4 91.7
0.5 3.3 66.7 95.0
0.6 2.6 67.3 95.0
0.7 1.9 68.3 96.7
0.8 1.3 67.5 96.7
0.9 0.7 65.2 91.7
Table 2 —Support for reform by groups as a function of reform size under

full loser compensation. See Appendix for derivations and parameter values.

In this example, reform is not Pareto-improving but has a wide support.

The nonderegulated are more likely to benefit than the nonregulated, pre-

sumably because of the additional effect of the rise in their labor supply,

which is constrained to be lower than their privately optimal level. The tax

rate goes up with the size of the reform. This is not surprising since the num-

ber of people who would be compensated goes up. It is also true, however,

that the impact of the reform goes up commensurately with its scope: con-

sumers pay higher taxes as λ falls but more goods have their price reduced.

Furthermore, the broader the reform, the more a given deregulated group

benefits from it, through deregulation in other sectors. This effect should

dampen the rise in tax rates when reform becomes wider and suggests that

broad reforms should have more support than narrow ones. In fact, this is

only true in a limited sense: for each group support is hump-shaped in λ.

The reform range that delivers the highest proportion of winners is λ = 0.7,

i.e. a deregulation of 30% of the regulated sector18.

18The tax rate divided by reform size, τ/(1 − λ), is U-shaped in λ and reaches its
minimum at λ = 0.6.
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5.2.2 Example 2

Goods are represented on a circle, with good j = 1 being identified with

good j = 0. Agents are uniformly distributed over this circle, and they all

consume a fraction ρ of the goods. Hence, an agent located at x consumes

goods [x, x+ ρ mod 1]. The distribution of preferences is independent of the

allocation of producers to sectors. Hence the producers of good j, in terms of

preferences, are themselves uniformly allocated over the circle. The regulated

goods are those such that j ∈ [0, r̄]. We assume 1− r̄ > ρ > r̄.

Table 3 reports the outcome of the same exercise as in the preceding

example. Total support for the reform is now lower, and broadening its

scope unambiguously raises its support. If reform is too timid (r̄′ ≥ 0.21), it

cannot command a majority in the population, unless of course one gives up

compensating all the deregulated agents.

r̄′ τ(%) fraction of winners (%) among
nonregulated non deregulated total

0 9.6 46 45 62.2
0.03 8.5 45.8 46 60.5
0.06 7.4 45.7 45 58.7
0.09 6.4 45.3 46 56.8
0.12 5.4 44.8 45 54.7
0.15 4.4 44.3 44 52.6
0.18 3.5 43.5 43 50.2
0.21 2.6 42.7 43 47.9
0.24 1.7 41.9 43 45.7
0.27 0.9 40.8 40 42.4
Table 3 —Support for reform by groups as a function of reform size under

full loser compensation. See Appendix for derivations and parameter values.

Unlike the preceding example, the impact of reform is far from uniform

across preference groups. Some people do not consume any regulated good;

others consume a range of regulated goods which is not affected by the reform.

This generates a fairly large group who loses from taxation. Broadening

reform scope shrinks the size of this group by making it less likely that

somebody does not consume any deregulated good.
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6 Conclusion

I believe this paper has established some useful benchmark results regarding

the viability of structural reforms under compensatory transfers and distor-

tionary taxation. While these results can be overturned, especially under

informational rents, they at least suggest that structural reforms cannot be

undermined by their budgetary cost, provided these costs are correctly evalu-

ated in welfare terms. Hence, why some reforms appear diffi cult to implement

remains a productive avenue for future research.
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7 Appendix

7.1 Proof of Lemma 1

The first formula in claim A is straightforward from the definition of the

aggregate price level.

Households such that i > r now pay a proportional tax τ . Their income

is l(1− τ) and consequently their labor supply is19

l = l′N = p′−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
1

γ−1 . (43)

Furthermore, their utility is

u′N =

(
1− 1

γ

)(
1− τ
p′

) γ
γ−1

. (44)

They benefit from the reform scheme iff u′N ≥ uN , or equivalently

1− τ ≥ p′

p
, (45)

which proves claim B for the nonregulated groups.

Households such that r′ < i ≤ r are now deregulated and face the same

price vectors as those with i > r. By linearity of the indirect utility function

with respect to consumption, their labor supply is the same, l′N = (p′(1 −
τ))−

1
γ−1 . This, together with (43), proves claim A’s second formula. Also,

their disposable income is R′D = T + p′−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
γ
γ−1 and their utility is

u′D =
T

p′
+

(
1− 1

γ

)
p′−

γ
γ−1 (1− τ)

γ
γ−1 . (46)

These people benefit from the reform provided u′D ≥ uR, i.e.

T ≥ p′−
1

γ−1
γ − 1

γ

[(
p′

p

) γ
γ−1

J − (1− τ)
γ
γ−1

]
. (47)

This proves formula (11) in the text.

19In this Appendix, the subscripts I, E that distinguish between the equilibrium levels
of variables pertaining to intensive reforms and those pertaining to extensive reforms are
dropped, without ambiguity.
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Finally, households such that i ≤ r′ have an income equal to R′R =

l̄′pR(1 − τ) and their labor supply is constrained to be equal to l̄′. Conse-

quently, their utility is

u′R =
pR l̄
′(1− τ)

p′
− l̄′γ

γ
. (48)

Again, the equilibrium rationed labor supply in the regulated sectors can be

obtained from the equilibrium condition in any of the non regulated good:

l′N = (1−r)c(p′−
1

γ−1 (1−τ)
γ
γ−1 , p′, 1)+∆rcN(p′−

1
γ−1 (1−τ)

γ
γ−1 +T, p′, 1)+r′cN(l̄′pR(1−τ), p′, 1),

where again c(., ., .) is defined by (3). This expression is equivalent to

p′−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
1

γ−1 = (1− r)p′
α

1−α−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
γ
γ−1

+∆r[p′
α

1−α−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
γ
γ−1 + Tp′

α
1−α ] + r′l̄′pR(1− τ)p′

α
1−α .

Using (2), this can be rearranged as

r′l̄′pR(1− τ) = p′−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
1

γ−1

[
r′p
− α

1−α
R + τ(1− r′)

]
− T∆r. (49)

Total tax revenues are equal to τ [(1 − r′)l′N + r′pR l̄
′], implying that the

government budget constraint can be written as

T∆r = τ(1− r′)p′−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
1

γ−1 + τr′pR l̄
′. (50)

We can eliminate T between (49) and (50) to get an expression for l̄′ :

l̄′ = p
− 1

1−α
R p′−

1
γ−1 (1− τ)

1
γ−1 (51)

This expression coincides with the third formula of claim A. Furthermore,

the utility of the non deregulated groups can be rewritten as, using (8),(48),

and (51)

u′R =
γ − 1

γ
p′−

1
γ−1 (1− τ)

1
γ−1J. (52)

This group gains from the reform provided u′R ≥ uR, or equivalently, from

(52), (7), and (8):
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1− τ ≥ p′

p
,

which is clearly the same condition as (45), proving claim B for the non-

deregulated groups.

The equilibrium value of l̄′ can be substituted into (50) to reexpress the

government’s budget constraint:

T =
τ(1− τ)

1
γ−1p′−

1
γ−1
− α

1−α

∆r
. (53)

This coincides with formula (12) in the text, which together with (47)

proves claim C. Finally, claim D is straightforward from the preceding results.

7.2 Proof of Proposition 1

Substituting (53) into (46) we get that

u′D ∝ γτ(1− τ)
1

γ−1p
′− α

1−α + ∆r (γ − 1) (1− τ)
γ
γ−1 ,

where the proportionality factor is > 0 and independent of τ . Clearly then

d

dτ
u′D ∝ (p′−

α
1−α −∆r)− 1

γ − 1

τ

1− τ p
′− α

1−α .

Since p′−
α

1−α − ∆r = 1 − r + r′p
− α

1−α
R > 0, claims (i) and (ii) follow

immediately from this expression.

From (13) the condition τ̂ ≥ 1− p′/p is equivalent to

−pp′−
1

1−α + γp
′− α

1−α −∆r(γ − 1) ≥ 0,

which from the definition of the price level can be rearranged as

h(r′) = −pp′−
1

1−α + γ(r′p
− α

1−α
R + 1− r′)−∆r(γ − 1) ≥ 0.

Let X = r′p
− α

1−α
R + 1− r′ = p′−

α
1−α . We note that:

dp′

dr′
=

1− α
α

X−
1
α (1− pR−

α
1−α ) > 0 (54)
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and
d2p′

dr′2
=

1− α
α2

X−
1
α
−1(1− pR−

α
1−α )2 > 0.

Next, observe that h(r) = (γ − 1)p−
α

1−α > 0 and that

d2h

dr′2
=

α− 2

(1− α)2
pp′

2α−3
1−α

(
dp′

dr′

)2

+
1

1− αpp
′α−2
1−α

d2p′

dr′2

∝ α− 2

1− α

(
dp′

dr′

)2
1

p′
+
d2p′

dr′2

= (1− pR−
α

1−α )2X−
1
α
−1 (1− α)(α− 1)

α2
< 0.

Therefore h is concave. Consequently, since h(r) > 0, either h(0) ≥ 0 and

h(r′) ≥ 0, ∀r′ ∈ [0, r], or h(0) < 0, in which case h(r) > 0 for r < rc and ≥ 0

for r ≥ rc, where rc is the unique solution in (0, r) to h(rc) = 0. To complete

the proof, we just need to check that the condition h(0) ≥ 0 coincides with

(14), which is straightforward. This proves claims (ii) and (iv).

QED

7.3 Proof of Proposition 2

A suffi cient condition for the existence of viable reforms is that (47) hold for

the maximum tax rate compatible with the nonderegulated groups partici-

pation constraint, i.e. τ̃ = 1 − p′/p. Using (47) and (53) and rearranging,

this is equivalent to

pp′−
1

1−α − p′−
α

1−α ≥ ∆r
γ − 1

γ
(J − 1), (55)

or equivalently

h(r′) = pp′−
1

1−α − (r′p
− α

1−α
R + 1− r′)−∆r

γ − 1

γ
(J − 1) ≥ 0

Note that h(r) = 0. Furthermore, from (54)

d

dr′
h(r′) =

γ − 1

γ
(J − 1) + (1− p−

α
1−α

R )

(
1− 1

α

p

p′

)
. (56)
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As r′ goes, up, so does p′. Clearly, then, since (1− p−
α

1−α
R )/α > 0,

d2

dr′2
h(r′) > 0.

Therefore, the h function is convex. From (56) and (8) we get that

dh/dr′ ≤ 0 at r′ = r iff

1

α
p
− α

1−α
R − 1

γ
p
− γ

1−α
R ≤ 1

α
− 1

γ
(57)

This holds with equality for pR = 1. Furthermore, the derivative of the

LHS with respect to pR has the same sign as p
α−γ
1−α
R − 1 < 0. Therefore, (57)

always holds. Therefore, h′(r) ≤ 0, implying from convexity that h′(r′) < 0

for all r′ < r. It follows that since h(r) = 0, h(r′) > 0 for all r′ < r. This

proves claim (i).

To prove the two other claims, note that u′N and u
′
R are decreasing func-

tions of τ , while u′D < uR for τ = T = 0.

If τ̂ ≥ τ̃ , then u′D goes up with τ for τ ∈ [0, τ̃ ]. Since u′D < uR at τ = 0

and u′D > uR at τ = τ̃ , as proved above, by continuity there exists τ c ∈ (0, τ̃)

such that u′D = uR at τ = τ c. Since u′D is increasing in τ over [0, τ̃ ] and u′N
and u′R are decreasing in τ , it follows that the reform viability set is [τ c, τ̃ ].

This proves claim (ii).

If τ̂ < τ̃ , u′D falls with τ over [τ̂ , τ̃ ]. Since u′D > uR at τ = τ̃ , clearly

u′D > uR for all τ ∈ [τ̂ , τ̃ ]. By continuity again, there exists τ c ∈ (0, τ̂) such

that u′D = uR at τ = τ c. Since u′D is hump-shaped and reaches its maximum

at τ̂ , clearly u′D ≥ uR for τ ∈ [τ c, τ̃ ]. Since u′D < uR for lower values of τ and

u′N < uN for greater values of τ , this again coincides with the reform viability

set. The claim about Pareto dominance follows straightforwardly from the

observation that u′D, u
′
R and u

′
N all fall with τ over (τ̂ , τ̃ ]. This completes the

proof of claim (ii) and therefore of Proposition 2.

7.4 Proof of Lemma 2

It is straightforward to see that (43) and (44) still hold. Therefore, the

participation constraint of the nonregulated groups, (45), is the same, and
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this proves claim B, as well as the second formula of claim A, while the

first one is obvious. Also,the nonregulated groups’demand for nonregulated

goods is c(p′−
1

γ−1 (1 − τ)
γ
γ−1 , p′, 1). As for regulated groups, their income is

T + p′R l̄
′(1− τ), and their demand for nonregulated goods is cN(l̄′p′R(1− τ) +

T, p′, 1). These observations allow us to rewrite the equilibrium condition for

nonregulated goods:

l′N = (1− r)c(p′−
1

γ−1 (1− τ)
γ
γ−1 , p′, 1) + rc(l̄′p′R(1− τ) + T, p′, 1).

The government’s budget constraint is

rT = τ
[
(1− r)p′−

1
γ−1 (1− τ)

γ
γ−1 + rl̄′p′R(1− τ)

]
. (58)

Eliminating T between these two equations allows us again to compute the

new value of employment in regulated sectors:

l̄′ = p
′− 1

1−α
R p′−

1
γ−1 (1− τ)

1
γ−1 , (59)

which proves the third expression in claim B.

Substituting into (58) yields

T =
τ

r
(1− τ)

1
γ−1p′−

1
γ−1
− α

1−α .

This in turn allows us to compute the regulated group’s utility level:

u′R =
τ

r
(1− τ)

1
γ−1p′−

γ
γ−1
− α

1−α + p′−
γ
γ−1 (1− τ)

γ
γ−1

γ − 1

γ
J ′, (60)

where

J ′ =
γp
′− α

1−α
R − p′−

γ
1−α

R

γ − 1
. (61)

Comparing (60) with (7), using the expressions for J and J ′, delivers the

expression in claim C. Finally, claim D derives from preceding statements.
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7.5 Proof of Proposition 3

We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2. That is, we show that (16)

holds with strict inequality if one picks τ = 1 − p′/p. Substituting into (16)
and simplifying, we have to prove the following inequality:

pp′−
1

1−α − p′−
α

1−α > r
γ − 1

γ
(J − J ′) . (62)

We note that both sides coincide at p′R = pR. We next show that

ϕ(p′R, pR) ≡ ∂

∂p′R

[
pp′−

1
1−α − p′−

α
1−α − rγ − 1

γ
(J − J ′)

]
< 0 for 1 ≤ p′R ≤ pR.

(63)

To see this, note that

∂p

∂pR
= rp

− 1
1−α

R p
1

1−α

and that
∂J

∂pR
=

γ

(γ − 1)(1− α)

[
p
− γ

1−α−1

R − p−
1

1−α
R

]
.

It then follows from straightforward calculations that

ϕ ∝ α− 1− p/p′ + p
′α−γ
1−α
R .

Since p′ ≤ p and p′R ≥ 1, this expression is clearly smaller than α − 1 −
1 + 1 = α− 1 < 0. Since ϕ < 0 and (62) holds with equality in the limit case

where p′R = pR, clearly (62) holds for any p′R ∈ [1, pR).

The rest of the proof is the same as for Proposition 2.

QED.

7.6 Proof of Lemma 3

To prove existence, we show that this equilibrium with rationing is the same

as the Walrasian equilibrium of another economy. To construct this alterna-

tive economy, replace the utility of an agent in sector i ∈ R by u(c) − pil.
This is clearly possible, since pi is exogenous for regulated goods. Denote by

superscript A the equilibrium values for this alternative economy. Use the
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same price normalization. Then equilibrium in goods markets is given by

lA=Y Aψ(pA); equilibrium in labor markets is determined by lAN = λ(pAN) for

non regulated goods and pAR = pR for regulated goods; finally the same price

normalization u(ψ(pA)) = 1 holds. By construction, then, the Walrasian

equilibrium of this alternative economy mimicks the rationing equilibrium of

our regulated economy. Existence follows from standard results on Walrasian

equilibria (Debreu, 1959). QED.

Remark — Existence of equilibrium with proportional taxation can be

proved by a similar method. In addition to replacing preferences in regulated

groups by their alternative counterparts, one also has to replace preferences

in nonregulated groups by u(c) − v(l)
1−τ i . It is then straightforward to show

that the conditions for the Walrasian equilibrium in the alternative economy

match (24)-(26), along with pAR = pR.

7.7 Proof of Proposition 4

First, note that claim (iii) follows straightforwardly from the definition of the

income of group i.

Next, let us prove claims (i) and (ii). Let S be the matrix whose generic

element is

sij =
1

u

∂2u

∂ci∂cj
− 1

u2

∂u

∂ci

∂u

∂cj
.

Then S is the Hessian of lnu, which is strictly concave. Consequently S is

negative definite and therefore invertible. Furthermore, the FOC is (∇u)T =

λp (where λ here is a scalar denoting the consumer’s problem’s Lagrange

multiplier). Since by Euler’s theorem
〈
c, (∇u)T

〉
= u, and R = 〈p, c〉 , λ =

u/R. Hence 1
u
(∇u)T = p

R
. Since S = ∇ 1

u
(∇u)T , we have that the derivative

of c with respect to p is R∇ψ = S−1/R. Therefore

∇ψ =
1

R2
S−1,

implying that∇ψ is invertible. By definition, our price normalization is such
that u = R. Hence λ = 1 and (∇u)T = p. Also 〈p, c〉 = R = u, implying
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du = 〈p,dc〉+〈dp, c〉 . But, by definition of the gradient,
〈
dc, (∇u)T

〉
= du.

Therefore

〈dp, c〉 = 0. (64)

Equivalently

〈s,dp÷ p〉 = 0. (65)

From (28), and the obvious remark that 〈1,x • y〉 = 〈x,y〉 , we have that

dW = dY − 〈v′(l),dl〉 (66)

We have that

dY = 〈1,dR〉

and from (31)

dR = p • dl+ l • dp−Y s • dτ + dT,

implying, by virtue of the government’s budget constraint (22), that

dY = 〈1,p • dl+ l • dp〉

= 〈p,dl〉+ 〈l,dp〉

= 〈p,dl〉 (67)

= Y 〈s,dl÷ l〉

Where, since l = c at the aggregate level, (64) has been used. This proves

(ii). Similarly, from (66) and (67),

dW = 〈p− v′(l),dl〉

= 〈p • ω,dl〉

= Y 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉 .

This proves point (i).

Now consider a PSR such that (29) holds. Observe that an SRST with

the same price changes for regulated goods results in the same equilibrium
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for prices and labor supply, and therefore the same dY. For any i, the corre-

sponding change in welfare is

dUi = dRi − v′(li)dli

= siY

(
dpi
pi

+
dli
li

)
+ dTi − pidli

= siY

(
dpi
pi

+ ωi
dli
li

)
+ dTi.

(This formula also holds for i ∈ N, in which case ωi = 0.)

Let x = 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉Y/q > 0. Consider the transfer scheme

dT = −Y (s • dp÷ p+ s • ω • dl÷ l) + x1.

Clearly, dUi = x > 0. Furthermore

〈1,dT〉 = −Y 〈s,dp÷ p〉 − Y 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉+ qx

= 0,

by (65). The transfer scheme satisfies the budget constraint (23). Thus the

proposed SRST implements the same productive allocation as the PSR in a

Pareto-improving way. This proves point (iv). QED.

7.8 Proof of Proposition 5

Assume an N-neutral reform such that (29) holds exists. Let us construct a

Pareto-improving FSR.

First we assume that dτN and dpR are the same as in the initial N-

neutral reform, implying that the equilibrium values of dp and dl are also

unchanged.

Second, we assume dTN = 0. Hence the alternative reform is also N-

neutral, and the feasibility constraint dTi ≥ 0 holds for i ∈ N.
For i ∈ R, the change in welfare is

dUi = siY

(
dpi
pi

+ ωi
dli
li

)
+ dT̃i,
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where dT̃i can be chosen independently of the feasibility constraint since it

is always possible to then pick, for example dτ i = − dT̃i/(siY ) and dTi = 0.

Let x = 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉Y/r > 0. Let us pick

dT̃R= −Y (sR•dpR÷pR+sR•ωR•dlR÷lR) + x1R.

Clearly, dUi = x > 0 for all i ∈ R. Furthermore,

〈s,dτ 〉Y − 〈1,dT〉 = 〈sN ,dτN〉Y −
〈
1,dT̃R

〉
= 〈sN ,dpN ÷ pN〉Y + 〈sR,dpR ÷ pR〉Y + 〈sR•ωR,dlR÷lR〉Y − rx

= 〈s,dp÷ p〉Y + 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉Y − rx

= 0,

by (65), (32), and the fact that ωi = 0 for i ∈ N. Hence, the proposed transfer
scheme satisfies the government’s budget constraint.

Our constructed FSR clearly matches all requirements.

QED.

7.9 Proof of Proposition 6

Let us first write the equilibrium conditions in differential form. From (24),

we have that

dl÷ l = 1
dY

Y
+M(dp÷ p), (68)

withM = (mij) such that

mij =
pj
ψi

[∇ψ]ij .

Clearly, M is invertible since ∇ψ is.
Let

ηi = pi
λ′(pi)

λ(pi)
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be the elasticity of labor supply for group i. The labor supply conditions for

the nonregulated can be written as

dlN÷lN = η• (dpN÷pN − dτN) .

Finally, the price normalization condition boils down to (65).

For an N-neutral reform, dτN becomes endogenous, and the set of equa-

tions that characterize the equilibrium is[
1
dY

Y
+M(dp÷ p)

]
N

= 0N , (69)

〈s,dp÷ p〉 = 0, (70)

that is, n+1 equations in n+1 unknowns: dpN and dY, as dpR is exogenous.

The allocation of labor can then be computed residually from (68) and it will

obviously satisfy dlN = 0. The tax rates imposed upon the nonregulated are

computed residually as dτN = dpN÷pN . Generically, then, one can always
construct an N-neutral fiscal scheme for any change in pR, dpR. This does

not tell us, however, whether it matches (29).

To show that such reforms exist, consider the reverse problem. Pick any

vector of employment growth in regulated sectors, dlR÷lR. Obviously, it is
always possible to choose it so that (29) holds. This will in particular be the

case if dlR ≥ 0, with at least one strict inequality.

Next, choose dY/Y = 〈sR,dlR÷lR〉 . We are going to check that this
choice is indeed consistent with equilibrium. For this, let vi = −dY/Y if

i ∈ N and vi = dli/li − dY/Y for i ∈ R. Clearly, from (68), ,one must have

dp÷ p = M−1v.

Since M is invertible, we can always choose this vector of price changes.

Its restriction to R, [dp÷ p]R , delivers the set of changes in regulated prices

necessary to deliver the desired level of employment growth under an N-

neutral reform.

By construction, the candidate equilibrium matches (69). To complete

the proof, we just have to check that it satisfies (70).
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Differentiating (18) we find that for any price vector

∇ψ(p)p+ψ(p) ≡ 0. (71)

We have that

〈s,M(dp÷ p)〉 = 〈p,∇ψ(p)dp〉 (by definition ofM)

= 〈∇ψ(p)p,dp〉 (since ∇ψ(p) is symmetrical)

= −〈ψ(p),dp〉 (by (71))

= −〈s,dp÷ p〉 . (72)

Finally by construction 〈s,M(dp÷ p)〉 = 〈s,v〉 = −dY/Y+〈sR,dlR÷lR〉 =

0. Therefore, from (72), (70) holds.

7.10 Proof of Proposition 7

We prove a series of Lemmas, which provide bounds for different properties

of a reform to hold, and together imply Proposition 7.

• Lemma A1 shows that under a condition weaker than (33), there exists
a set of proportional tax rates on nonregulated groups that, if applied,

make a given structural reform N-neutral. This proves the first part of

Proposition 7.

• Lemma A2 shows that under a condition weaker than (33), such a
reform is such that output goes up. This result is not needed, per

se, for proving Proposition 7 but we build on the bounds for dY/Y

established in the proof to prove Lemma A3.

• Lemma A3 shows that under (33), the N-neutral reform is such that

employment goes up in all regulated sectors. This proves the second

part of Proposition 7.

• Finally, Lemma A4 provides weaker conditions than (33) for the N-
neutral reform to increase aggregate social welfare (while it may reduce

employment in a subset of the regulated sectors).
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First recall that σi = −mii > 0, that σ = mini σi >, and that η =

maxi,j,i6=j |mij| ≥ 0. Then

LEMMA A1 —If

η/σ <
1

2(n− 1)
(73)

then for any r-vector dx there exists an N-reform such that dpR÷pR = −dx.
Proof —Let

M =

(
MNN MNR

MRN MRR

)
Let

z =

(
dpN ÷ pN
dY/Y

)
and let

Q =

(
MNN 1
sTN 0

)
The system (69-70) can be rewritten as

Qz =

(
MNRdx
〈sR,dx〉

)
.

To show existence of an N-reform, we show that Q is invertible. First,

since M differs from a negative definite matrix by a change of variables,

detMNN 6= 0.

Second, let v = MNN−11N . Let ξ = maxi∈N |vi| . Since
∑n

j=1mijvj = 1,

clearly

1 ≥ (σ − (n− 1)η)ξ. (74)

To see this, first note that from (73), σ − (n − 1)η > 0. Let k such that

ξ = |vk| . Assume vk < 0. Then 1 = ξ |mkk|+
∑

j 6=kmkjvj ≥ (σ − (n− 1)η)ξ.

Now if vk > 0, one has 1 = ξmkk +
∑

j 6=kmkjvj ≤ −ξσ + (n− 1)ηξ which is

negative. This case is clearly ruled out.

Next, from (74) we then have that ξ ≤ 1
σ−(n−1)η

. For all i, 1 ≤ miivi +

(n − 1)ηξ ≤ miivi + (n−1)η
σ−(n−1)η

ξ. By (73) again, we have that (n−1)η
σ−(n−1)η

< 1.

Therefore, since mii < 0, vi < 0. Since that is true for all i, we trivially have
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that 〈sN ,v〉 < 0, implying in particular that this quantity is different from

zero. One can then check that the inverse of Q is

Q−1 =

(
MNN−1 − vsTNMNN−1/ 〈sN ,v〉 v/ 〈sN ,v〉

sTNM
NN−1/ 〈sN ,v〉 −1/ 〈sN ,v〉

)
.

QED

Since (33) implies (73), point (i) of Proposition 7 follows.

Next, recall that xm = maxi dxi, and let

µ = 〈sR,σR • dx〉 /sR > 0.

LEMMA A2 —If

η <
1

q − 1
min(

µ

xm
, σ

1− sR
1 + sR

), (75)

then any N-neutral reform such that dpR ÷ pR = −dx satisfies dY > 0.

Proof —Let

K = max
i

∣∣∣∣dpipi
∣∣∣∣ > 0.

From (68) and (30), and the fact that dlN = 0 by construction,

dY/Y =
1

1− sR
〈sR, (M(dp÷ p))R〉 (76)

≥ sR
1− sR

(µ−Kη(q − 1)). (77)

For i ∈ N, we have that (from (68) again),

−mii
dpi
pi

=
dY

Y
+
∑
j 6=i

mij
dpj
pj

(78)

≥ sR
1− sR

(µ−Kη(q − 1))−Kη(q − 1)

=
1

1− sR
(sRµ−Kη(q − 1)).

Assume K is reached for i ∈ N and dpi/pi < 0. Then for this i, K =

−dpi/pi and the preceding inequality reads (−mii)K ≤ 1
1−sR (−sRµ+Kη(q−
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1)), implying sRµ ≤ K (η(q − 1)− σ(1− sR)). From (75), the RHS is neg-

ative. Since µ > 0, we then have a contradiction, so this case can be ruled

out.

Assume next that K is reached for i ∈ R, implying dpi/pi < 0 for this i

(since dx ≥ 0 by assumption). Then by definition K = xm and from (77),

dY/Y ≥ sR
1− sR

(µ− xmη(q − 1)), (79)

which is > 0 from (75).

Now assume that K is reached for i ∈ N, so that for this i dpi/pi > 0.

From (76), we have that

dY/Y ≤ sR
1− sR

(µ+Kη(q − 1)) (80)

Together with (78), this implies that, for i ∈ N,

σi
dpi
pi
≤ sRµ+Kη(q − 1)

1− sR
.

Indeed, either dpi/pi ≥ 0, in which case the LHS of (78) coincides with

σi
dpi
pi
, or dpi/pi < 0, in which case the preceding inequality trivially holds.

Therefore, since σ = minσi, for i ∈ N, dpipi ≤
sRµ+Kη(q−1)
σi(1−sR)

≤ sRµ+Kη(q−1)
σ(1−sR)

.

Since dpi/pi = K for some i ∈ N, it follows that

K ≤ sRµ

σ(1− sR)− η(q − 1)
.

Substituting into (77) and rearranging, we get

dY

Y
≥ sRµ

1− sR
σ(1− sR)− (1 + sR)η(q − 1)

σ(1− sR)− η(q − 1)
. (81)

This is again > 0 from (75).

QED.

Note that since µ = σRx̄Y , condition (75) can be rewritten as

η <
1

q − 1
min(

x̄Y
xm

σR, σ
1− sR
1 + sR

). (82)
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LEMMA A3 —If

η <
1

q − 1
min(

sRµ

xm
, σ

1− sR
2

), (83)

then any N-neutral reform such that dpR÷pR = −dx is such that dlR > 0.

Proof —Start again with the case where K is reached for i ∈ R. Using

(68) and (79) we have that for i ∈ R

dli
li
≥ −σi

dpi
pi

+
dY

Y
− η(q − 1)K

≥ σidxi +
sRµ− xmη(q − 1)

1− sR
. (84)

Since σi > 0 and dxi ≥ 0, it follows from (83) that the RHS is > 0.

Assume now that K is reached for i ∈ N. Using (68) together with (81)
we get that for i ∈ R,

dli
li
≥ −σi

dpi
pi
− η(q − 1)K +

dY

Y

≥ σidxi +
sRµ

σ(1− sR)− η(q − 1)

(
σ − 2η(q − 1)

1− sR

)
. (85)

Again this is > 0 from (83).

QED.

Note that since µ = σRx̄Y , condition (83) is equivalent to (33), which

proves point (ii) in Proposition 7.

Finally the following Lemma derives a weaker condition than (83) under

which dW > 0, in which case we know that the N-reform can be implemented

in Pareto-improving way.

Let

υ = 〈sR • ωR,σR • dx〉 / 〈sR,ω〉 ≥ 0.

LEMMA A4 —If

η <
1

q − 1
min(

sRµ+ (1− sR)υ

xm
, σ(1− sR)

sRµ+ (1− sR)υ

2sRµ+ (1− sR)υ
), (86)
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then any N-neutral reform such that dpR ÷ pR = −dx is such that (29)
holds, i.e. dW > 0.

Proof —Assume K is reached for i ∈ R. Then (84) holds. Furthermore,
we know that dW > 0 iff 〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉 > 0. Multiplying both sides of (84)

by siωi and summing over i ∈ R, we get that

〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉 ≥ 〈sR,ω〉 υ + 〈sR,ω〉
sRµ− xmη(q − 1)

1− sR
.

From (86) the RHS is clearly > 0.

Assume now K is reached for i ∈ N. Then (85) holds and performing the
same steps on (85) as on (84) yields

〈s • ω,dl÷ l〉 ≥ 〈sR,ω〉 υ + 〈sR,ω〉
sRµ

σ(1− sR)− η(q − 1)

(
σ − 2η(q − 1)

1− sR

)
.

Since υ + sRµ
σ(1−sR)−η(q−1)

(
σ − 2η(q−1)

1−sR

)
∝ υ(σ(1 − sR) − η(q − 1)) + sRµσ −

2η(q−1)
1−sR sRµ ∝ σ(1 − sR) [υ(1− sR) + µsR] − η(q − 1) [υ(1− sR) + 2µsR] , the

RHS is clearly > 0 by (86).

QED.

7.11 Proof of Lemma 6

The demand curves now are given by c(R, 1, pk). The real wage in nonregu-

lated sectors is just pN , so that

lN = p
1

γ−1

N .

From this it is straightforward to derive the equilibrium utility of the

nonregulated:

uN = p
γ
γ−1

N

γ − 1

γ
. (87)

As for the regulated groups, their income is pR l̄. Their constrained em-

ployment level l̄ can again be computed from the equilibrium condition in

the nonregulated sector, lN = (1− r)c(p
γ
γ−1

N , 1, pN) + rc(pR l̄, 1, pN), yielding

l̄ = p
1

γ−1
+ 1

1−α
N p

− 1
1−α

R .
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Therefore, the regulated groups’utility is equal to

uR = JuN , (88)

with

J =
γ(pR/pN)−

α
1−α − (pR/pN)−

γ
1−α

γ − 1
.

Now consider an extensive reform. By inverting (34), we get (35). Next,

the nonregulated post-reform labor supply is now clearly equal to

l′N = (p′N(1− τ))
1

γ−1 , (89)

which proves (36). Consequently their net income is R′N = (p′N(1− τ))
γ
γ−1

and their utility is

u′N = (p′N(1− τ))
γ
γ−1

γ − 1

γ
. (90)

Clearly, for these agents not to lose, it must be that

1− τ ≥ pN
p′N
, (91)

which coincides with (38), thus proving claim B.

Let T be the transfer to the deregulated groups and l̄′ the new employment

level of the nonderegulated groups. Equilibrium in the nonregulated sectors

reads

l′N = (1−r)c((p′N(1−τ))
γ
γ−1 , 1, p′N)+∆r.c((p′N(1−τ))

γ
γ−1 +T, 1, p′N)+r′c(pR l̄

′(1−τ), 1, p′N).

(92)

The government’s budget constraint is

T∆r = τ(r′pR l̄
′ + (1− r′)p′

γ
γ−1

N (1− τ)
1

γ−1 ). (93)

Substituting (93), (89) and (3) into (92) allows to compute the equilibrium

value of l̄′, which yields

l̄′ = p
′ 1
γ−1

+ 1
1−α

N p
− 1

1−α
R (1− τ)

1
γ−1 .
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which yields (37), thus completing the proof of claim A. We can substitute

(37) into (93) and get the equilibrium value of T :

T =
τ(1− τ)

1
γ−1p

′ 1
γ−1

+ 1
1−α

N

∆r
. (94)

The income of the nonderegulated group is pR l̄′(1 − τ), allowing us to

compute its utility:

u′R = u′NJ
′, (95)

where

J ′ =
γ(pR/p

′
N)−

α
1−α − (pR/p

′
N)−

γ
1−α

γ − 1
.

It follows from the above analysis and (88) and (95) that for the non-

deregulated to support the reform, the proportional tax rate must satisfy

1− τ ≥ pN
p′N

(
J

J ′

) γ−1
γ

,

which proves claim C.

Finally, the deregulated group’s utility is simply equal to T+u′N , implying

from (94), (90) and (87) that for the reform to make the deregulated weakly

better-off, the following must hold:

τ(1− τ)
1

γ−1p
′ 1
γ−1

+ 1
1−α

N ≥ ∆r
γ − 1

γ
p

γ
γ−1

N

[
J −

(
p′N(1− τ)

pN

) γ
γ−1

]
. (96)

This establishes claim D and completes the proof.

7.12 Proof of Proposition 8

Note that limpR→1 pN = limpR→1 p
′
N = 1, implying limpR→1 J = limpR→1 J

′ =

1. Denote

τ̃ = 1− pN
p′N

(
J

J ′

) γ−1
γ

.
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Clearly, limpR→1 τ̃ = 0. Observe from (94) and (90) that the deregulated

group’s utility, u′D = u′N + T is hump-shaped in τ and reaches its maximum

at

τ̂ =
(γ − 1)(p

′ α
1−α
N −∆r)

γp
′ α
1−α
N − (γ − 1)∆r

.

Clearly, limpR→1 τ̂ = (γ−1)(1−∆r)
γ−(γ−1)∆r

> 0. Consequently, for pR close enough to

1, τ̂ > τ̃ , implying that u′D is monotonically increasing with τ over [0, τmax].

To prove Proposition 8, we show that for pR small enough, (96) is violated

at τ = τ̃ , meaning the deregulated groups are made worse-off by the reform.

Since pR can be chosen such that τmax > τ̃, it follows that the deregulated

are also worse-off for any τ < τ̃ , while by definition the nonderegulated are

worse-off for τ > τ̃ . Clearly, then, no value of τ can implement the reform in

a Pareto-improving way.

Next, substituting the value of τ̃ into condition (96), and rearranging, we

get the following

p
′ 1
1−α
N p−1

N J ′
γ−1
γ − J

γ−1
γ p
′ α
1−α
N ≥ γ − 1

γ
∆r.J

γ−1
γ (J ′ − 1). (97)

This equation holds with equality at pR = 1. We compute the derivative

with respect to pR of the difference between the LHS and the RHS of (97),

denoted by E, at pR = 1 and show it is negative. For this, note that

dpN
dpR

= − r

1− r

(
pR
pN

)− 1
1−α

= − r

1− r at pR = 1,

implying similarly that dp′N/dpR = −r′/(1 − r′) at pR = 1. This allows to

compute20

dJ

dpR
=

γ

(γ − 1)(1− α)(1− r)

(
p
− γ

1−α−1

R p
γ+α
1−α
N − αp−

1
1−α

R p
2α

1−α
N

)
=

γ

(γ − 1)(1− r) at pR = 1.

20A useful intermediate step consists in showing that d
dpR

(
pR
pN

)
= 1

1−rp
2α−1
1−α
N .
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Similarly dJ ′

dpR
= γ

(γ−1)(1−r′) at pR = 1. Next, we have that

E =
d

dpR

[
p
′ 1
1−α
N p−1

N J ′
γ−1
γ − J

γ−1
γ p
′ α
1−α
N − γ − 1

γ
∆r.J

γ−1
γ (J ′ − 1)

]
=

γ − 1

γ
J ′−

1
γ p
′ 1
1−α
N p−1

N

dJ ′

dpR
+

1

1− αp
−1
N J ′

γ−1
γ p
′ α
1−α
N

dp′N
dpR
− p−2

N J ′
γ−1
γ p
′ 1
1−α
N

dpN
dpR

−γ − 1

γ
p
′ α
1−α
N J−

1
γ
dJ

dpR
− α

1− αJ
γ−1
γ p
′ 2α−1

1−α
N

dp′N
dpR

−
(
γ − 1

γ

)2

∆r.J−
1
γ (J ′ − 1)

dJ

dpR
− γ − 1

γ
∆r.J

γ−1
γ
dJ ′

dpR
.

Using the preceding expressions, we compute E at pR = 1 and get

E =
1

1− r′ −
1

1− α
r′

1− r′ +
r

1− r

− 1

1− r +
α

1− α
r′

1− r′ − 0− ∆r

1− r′

= − ∆r

1− r′ < 0.

Therefore, by continuity, for any given r′ > 0, (97) is violated for pR

greater than and close enough to 1, which completes the proof. Note that

the constraint τ < τ̃ does not apply for the case where r′ = 0 since the

nonderegulated group then becomes empty. Proposition 2 then holds, since

the analysis differs from that of Section 3 only by the choice of the numéraire.

QED.

7.13 Example 1

All agents consume a proportion ρ of the goods, and among those, a propor-

tion r of regulated goods. ρ is the same for all agents but r differs among

agents. For any agent i, the goods that he consumes are randomly chosen

among the total population of available goods, whose size is equal to 1. Hence

for any good, ρ is also the proportion of agents who consume that good.

The distribution in the population of the proportion of regulated goods

being consumed is h(r), and r (the agent’s consumption type) is independent

of which good the agent produces (his production type). That is, the agents
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who produce any good i are heterogeneous and r is distributed among them

according to density h(). The maximum possible value of r is min(r̄/ρ, 1). If

ρ < r̄, the support of h() can be any subset of [0, 1]. For consistency we need

that ∫
rh(r) = r̄,

otherwise regulated goods would be under- or overrepresented in the popu-

lation’s preferences.

Preferences are assumed logarithmic:

Ui = exp(
1

ρ

∫ ρ

0

ln cijdj)−
1

ργ
lγi ,

where the ordering of goods here is individual specific.

We assume γ = 2. . An agent who consumes a fraction r of regulated

goods faces a CPI equal to p(r) = prR and indirect utility is

U(Ri, li, r) =
Ri

ρp(r)
− 1

ργ
lγi . (98)

If nonregulated, his labor supply is

lN(r) = p−rR , (99)

his consumption of any nonregulated good is cNN(r) = R
ρ

= p−rR /ρ, his con-

sumption of any regulated good is cNR(r) = R
ρpR

= p
−(1+r)
R /ρ. Utility is

uN(r) =
p−2r
R

2ρ
. (100)

For regulated agents, we have lN(r) = l̄, cRN(r) = pR l̄/ρ = cRN , and

cRR(r) = l̄/ρ = cRR. Their utility level is

uR(r) =
p1−r
R l̄

ρ
− l̄2

2ρ
.

To compute the equilibrium l̄, note that the supply of any nonregulated

good j is, from (99),

yNj =

∫ 1

0

h(r)lN(r)dr = K,
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where

K =

∫ 1

0

h(r)p−rR dr.

The demand for good j is

cNj = ρr̄cRN + ρ(1− r̄)
∫ 1

0

h(r)cNN(r)dr

= r̄pR l̄ + (1− r̄)K.

Consequently, for cNj = yNj to hold we must have that

l̄ =
K

pR
,

implying that

uR(r) =
p−rR K

ρ
− K2p−2

R

2ρ
. (101)

Consider a reform such that r̄ falls to r̄′ = λr̄ and for any agent of

consumption type r, r falls to r′ = λr. A proportional tax τ is levied on

labor income to transfer T to deregulated households.

It is easy to see that the new values of labor supply and consumption for

nonregulated households are

l′N(r) = p−λrR (1− τ);

c′NN(r) = p−λrR (1− τ)2/ρ;

c′NR(r) = p
−(1+λr)
R (1− τ)2/ρ.

Consequently, their new utility level is

u′N(r) =
p−2λr
R (1− τ)2

2ρ
. (102)

Confronting (100) and (102) we see that nonregulated households gain

from the reform iff

r ≥ − ln(1− τ)

(1− λ) ln pR
. (103)

Turning now to the deregulated, their new labor supply equals that of

the nonregulated but they consume more due to the transfer:
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c′DN(r) = T/ρ+ p−λrR (1− τ)2/ρ;

c′DR(r) =
T

ρpR
+ p

−(1+λr)
R (1− τ)2/ρ.

Their new utility can be computed from (98):

u′D(r) = u′N(r) + Tp−λrR /ρ,

so that they benefit from the reform iff

Tp−λrR +
p−2λr
R (1− τ)2

2
≥ p−rR K −K2p−2

R .

This is more likely to hold, the lower λ, the greater T, and the smaller τ .

But the effect of r is ambiguous.

Finally, the nonderegulated’s income is pR l̄′(1−τ), implying the following

consumption levels:

c′RN = pR l̄
′(1− τ)/ρ

c′RR = l̄′(1− τ)/ρ.

Their utility is

u′R(r) =
p1−λr
R l̄′(1− τ)

ρ
− l̄′2

2ρ
. (104)

To compute l̄′, we proceed as before. The supply of any nonregulated

good is given by

yNj =

∫ 1

0

h(r)l′N(r)dr = (1− τ)K ′, (105)

where

K ′ =

∫ 1

0

h(r)p−λrR dr.

The demand for that good is
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cNj = ρλr̄c′RN + ρr̄(1− λ)

∫ 1

0

h(r)c′DN(r)dr + ρ(1− r̄)
∫ 1

0

h(r)c′NN(r)dr.

= λr̄pR l̄
′(1− τ) + r̄(1− λ)(T + (1− τ)2K ′) + (1− r̄)(1− τ)2K ′.(106)

The government’s budget constraint is

(1− λ)r̄T = τ(1− λr̄)
∫ 1

0

h(r)l′N(r)dr + τλr̄pR l̄
′

= τ(1− λr̄)(1− τ)K ′ + τλr̄pR l̄
′. (107)

Eliminating T between (107) and (106) yields

cNj = λr̄pR l̄
′ + (1− λr̄)(1− τ)K ′. (108)

Equilibrium in the market for the nonregulated good implies, from (105)

and (108), that

l̄′ =
K ′(1− τ)

pR
, (109)

from which we also get, substituting into (107):

T =
τ(1− τ)K ′

(1− λ)r̄
.

Substituting (109) into (104) and confronting with (101) we find that a

household in the nonderegulated group benefits from the reform iff

(1− τ)2

[
K ′p−λrR − 1

2
K ′2p−2

R

]
≥ Kp−rR −

1

2
K2p−2

R .

Again, the effect of r on this inequality is ambiguous.

The results reported in Table 2 were produced using a uniform distribu-

tion for r, h(r) = 1
2σ
for r ∈ [r̄ − σ, r̄ + σ], with σ set equal to r̄. Parameter

values were pR = 1.4 and r̄ = 0.3.

7.13.1 Example 2

Goods a represented on a circle, with good j = 1 being identified with

good j = 0. Agents are uniformly distributed over this circle, and they all
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consume a fraction ρ of the goods. Hence, an agent located at x consumes

goods [x, x+ ρ mod 1]. The distribution of preferences is independent of the

allocation of producers to sectors. Hence the producers of good j, in terms

of preferences, are uniformly allocated over the circle. The regulated goods

are those such that j ∈ [0, r̄]. We assume 1− r̄ > ρ > r̄.

The following Table summarizes the proportion of regulated goods being

consumed, before and after reform, denoted by r(x) and r′(x) respectively,

as a function of the consumer’s location:

x ∈ r(x) r′(x)

[0, r̄′] r̄−x
ρ

r̄′−x
ρ

[r̄′, r̄] r̄−x
ρ

0

[r̄, 1− ρ] 0 0
[1− ρ, r̄′ + 1− ρ] x+ρ−1

ρ
x+ρ−1

ρ

[r̄′ + 1− ρ, r̄ + 1− ρ] x+ρ−1
ρ

r̄′

ρ

[r̄ + 1− ρ, 1] r̄
ρ

r̄′

ρ

Table A1 —Effect of reform on the proportion of regulated goods con-

sumed, depending on one’s position along the circle.

The equilibrium is computed as in the preceding example, the only dif-

ference is that the integrals K and K ′ have to be recomputed using the

distribution of the proportion of regulated goods consumed, as expressed in

the preceding Table, instead of h().

Hence

K =

∫ 1

0

p
−r(x)
R dx

=

∫ r̄

0

p
− r̄−x

ρ

R dx+

∫ 1−ρ

r̄

dx+

∫ r̄+1−ρ

1−ρ
p
−x+ρ−1

ρ

R dx+

∫ 1

r̄+1−ρ
p
− r̄
ρ

R dx

= 1− ρ− r̄ + (ρ− r̄)p−
r̄
ρ

R +
2ρ

ln pR
(1− p−

r̄
ρ

R ).

Similarly,

K ′ = 1− ρ− r̄′ + (ρ− r̄′)p−
r̄′
ρ

R +
2ρ

ln pR
(1− p−

r̄′
ρ

R ).
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Given r(x) and r′(x), the expressions for computing the individual’s gains

and losses are the same as in the preceding example, with λ replaced by

r′(x)/r(x). Again we can compute the total support for the reform among

the deregulated and nonderegulated numerically by brute force. For the

nonregulated groups, we can derive a closed-form expression as follows: Let

∆rc = − ln(1−τ)
ln pR

. From (103), this is the critical value of r(x) − r′(x) above

which a nonregulated agent gains. The support for reform among the non-

regulated groups partitioned by their position along the circle, as specified

in Table A1, is summarized in Table A2:

Location r(x)− r′(x) r′(x) Support
r̄ − r̄′ < ρ∆rc r̄ − r̄′ ≥ ρ∆rc

[0, r̄′] r̄−r̄′
ρ

0 r̄′

[r̄′, r̄] r̄−x
ρ

0 r̄ − r̄′ − ρ∆rc
[r̄, 1− ρ] 0 0 0
[1− ρ, r̄′ + 1− ρ] 0 0 0

[r̄′ + 1− ρ, r̄ + 1− ρ] x+ρ−1−r̄′
ρ

0 r̄ − r̄′ − ρ∆rc
[r̄ + 1− ρ, 1] r̄−r̄′

ρ
0 ρ− r̄

Total: [0, 1] 0 ρ+ r̄ − r̄′ − 2ρ∆rc
Table A2 —Computing support among the nonregulated groups

The parameter values for Table 3 are ρ = 0.4, pR = 1.4, r̄ = 0.3.
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